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               Bangladesh Red Crescent Society 
684-686 Red Crescent Sarak, Bara Moghbazar, Dhaka 1217, Bangladesh 

Office: +88 02 9350598, 9330188-9 Ext: 218/222  Fax: +88 02 8322227 
http://www.bdrcs.org 

 
 
Ref. No. ICT/BDRCS/2020/Comms/001                                                          Date:  07.10.2020 
 

 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) 

Website Revamp 
 
Background: 
Bangladesh Red Crescent Society (BDRCS) was constituted on 31 March 1973 by the President's Order 
No. 26 of 1973 with retrospective effect from 16 December 1971. BDRCS, being an auxiliary to the 
government of Bangladesh and a frontline humanitarian organization, has been working for the vulnerable 
people through its 68 branches/units across the country. As a mandated humanitarian organization in the 
country, BDRCS always plays significant roles to serve the humanity. 
 
The website of BDRCS www.bdrcs.org was developed using a content management system (CMS) called 
Drupal and the CMS was customized as per need. It was initially developed in 2013 and in 2017 the system 
was revamped. BDRCS is looking forward to redesign its website to cope up with new and upcoming 
technologies/features and making it more user friendly, appealing and platform compatible as per terms 
and conditions mentioned in this request for proposal (RFP) document. 

New features to be included: 
The contents of the present website should be transferred to the revamped/redesigned website. 
However, the following features are required to be incorporated. 
 
To make it viewer friendly; and to have a better look and feel. The existing one focused on our information 
however, that need to redesign in line with the changing taste of the viewers. A fresh look and feel will 
pursue people to know the story of BDRCS and its volunteers. 
 
Digital Fundraising/To integrate a digital payment system: Online fundraising must allow donors to pay 
donation as easily as possible. A secured payment gateway needs to be included on the website that will 
enable it to receive payments electronically from all possible platforms such as credit/debit cards, mobile 
money transfer like Bkash/Nagad,online bank transfer, etc. 
 
Enhanced security: Many donors worry that their info will be compromised when donating. With online 
giving, though, their information is safe. With security measures like encryption and Payment Card Industry 
Data Security Standard (PCI )compliance, supporters can give knowing that their info is in the right hands. 
To enhance security using secure sockets layer.(SSL) protocol/certificate would be integrated. . 
 
Leads aren’t remaining on the site The website is the first impression of the audience to get to know 
about the humanitarian activities and services being provided by BDRCS. Importance should be given on 
the impressive outlook or the first impression. The redesigning or new design should consider about 
attracting more traffic and their engagement in the website. 
 
Search Engine Optimization: While the existing website had detailed menus, the overall length of the 
copy and the number of inbound links were lacking heavily. The website structure was tedious for some 
users as well as for search engines. It’s ideal to have an experienced web developer with technical SEO 
expertise to make the website easily searchable on search engines. 
 
Easily update page content and images: To easily update the contents and images the backend needs 
to be redesigned. of the platform should be designed in a user friendly way so that respective/concerned 
teams/departments or units will be able to upload their own contents with needful authentication. An 
orientation need to be provided on this aspect. 
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Responsive Design: The new/redesigned website should be responsive, enables dynamic changes to the 
appearance, depending on the screen size and orientation of the device such as computer or mobile or tab 
being used to view it. 
 
Integrate with analytics software to track page and site performance: Redesigning must include option 
to showcase real time data and information in a dynamic way so that users will have better experience that 
will increase site performance and credibility.     
 
Blog/VLOG: Redesign will have the provision to write blog on different activities and achievement on 
BDRCS countrywide humanitarian activities. This will be a new section that will attract those contributors to 
write directly in the BDRCS website and will get better exposure in course of time. There will also be a 
provision of VLOG where along with writing stories we can share or telling stories through video.   
 
To make it disabled people friendly: Teh redesigned website should be usable for people with certain 
disabilities a number of standard measures are being undertaken globally. This should also include any 
future enhancement in line with international and national trends. 
 
Subscription facility:  
The visitors would be able to subscribe to the website/newsletter etc. 
 
Online Volunteer/Member Registration: 
BDRCS is a volunteer based organisation and it enrolls volunteers on regular basis. It is highly expected 
that the revamped website will allow BDRCS to engage with interested people who want to be the 
volunteers and members of it through an automated user friendly registration process. The information must 
linked with the volunteers and members database. 

Technology: 
BDRCS look forward to adopt the CMS WordPress as the website platform as it is the most used and most 
popular technology around the globe. With WordPress all the requirements would be fulfilled and the 
website can be a major source for leads and revenue in a secured manner with better performance and 
user experience. This website will allow BDRSC to expose its activities and branding to organic audiences 
via search engines, by leveraging digital advertising to boost lead generation, and deploy content marketing 
to build brand awareness and authority.  

Proposal details: 
 
BDRCS requests  to submit your best firm offer to revamp its website www.bdrcs.org.  
 
The required details of the requested services are provided in the attached Annex-1. Please make sure the 
offered services fully match with the criteria and submit your proposal (both technical and financial) 
accordingly. 
 
1. Type of services and quantity: 
 

 

Sl Service Type of payment Amount in BDT 

01. Revamp the BDRCS website using 
wordpress CMS 

One time payment To be quoted 

02. AMC fees after warranty period Charged per year To be quoted  

 
2. Specifications of the services:  
The detail specifications of the services are given in Annexure 1. After placing the agreement no alternative 
will be acceptable. Before submitting the proposal you are requested to check and make sure that the 
services you are offering will be made available and will be ensured by you within the offered timeframe if 
the agreement placed to you.  
 

http://www.bdrcs.org/
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3. Delivery Period & Destinations:  
Please state clearly in your quotation on your printed Letterhead pad regarding the completion schedule 
(computer generated pad will not accepted). The work should be accomplished before 30 November 2020. 
Please be advised that a penalty of 0.5% per day up to a maximum of 10% of the value of purchase order 
shall be charged for delivery after the agreed schedule and scope of work.   
 
4. Language: 
All documents, markings and labelling should appear in English and Bangla (where applicable). 
 
5. Fees/Price:  
Fees/price should be quoted in the given format in Annexure-1 per unit inclusive of all costs such as VAT, 
taxes, service charge etc. VAT and Tax will be included with the quoted price which will be deducted 
at source as per Govt. rules. 
 
6. Required Documents/Certificates:  
The documents/certificates that may be required are: 
 

a. Up to date trade license. 
b. TIN certificate 
c. VAT registration certificate. 
d. Availability of risk management measures 
e. Certification of compliance with attached specifications and BDRCS’s purchasing terms. 
f. Certificates of compliance with Govt of Bangladesh 
g. A company profile with list of clients including contact number to whom the same service(s) 

were provided. 
h. Bank solvency certificate. 

        
7. Validity: 
Your offer must remain valid until 90 days from the date of submission before which a service 
agreement/purchase order, if placed will be accepted by you. 
 
8. Inspection: 
The platform must meet our requirements as mentioned in this RFP document. Quality inspection might be 
carried out by our team/inspection agency before accepting any offer and service(s) from you. And/or further 
presentation/demonstration might be requested by BDRCS from the short listed firms. If the offered service 
is not found in accordance with the specific requirement of BDRCS then your proposal will not be accepted 
and in that eventuality you have to comply with the requirement and bear the inspection cost and/or other 
losses (like delay, etc.), penalty, as may be mutually agreed upon.  
 
9. Payment:       
Within 30 days from date of received of satisfactory services with all supporting documents in order by the 
Buyer i.e. commercial invoice, signed delivery Challan, satisfactory service completion certificate/note to 
be issued by BDRCS technical team (receiver). While collecting the payment you have to bring the money 
receipt and a revenue stamp of BDT 10.00 (BDT ten only). Payment will be made after deducting VAT and 
income tax as per National Board of Revenue (NBR) rule. 
 
10. Your proposal should clearly state the following: 
 

a) Price should be competitive and net after deduction of any discount and should be inclusive of all 
cost, taxes, duties and VAT. (Please refer to clause 7 - Price) 

b) Tentative dates for starting and completion of the delivery of the services (s) 
c) Confirmation to comply with the quality and specific requirement mentioned in Annexure 1, if you 

meet the requirement. If not, state clearly. 
d) All necessary documents concerning your business/trade and showing your past experience, 

financial and technical ability to do the work. 
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11. Pertinent information: You must state submit a tentative plan to complete the service with different 
stages breakdown. 
 
12. Principles of Conduct Clause: The firm seeking to work with the BDRCS shall respect the following 
principles: 
 

Business Ethics: The firm is expected to maintain the highest degree of business ethics when 
working with the BDRCS. The firm shall respect the BDRCS basic Code of Conduct (CoC) as well 
as Child Protection CoC.  
Transparency of information provision: The firm shall not be involved in any fraudulent activities, 
misrepresent information or facts for the purpose of influencing the selection and contract awarding 
process in its favour.  
Fair competition: The firm shall not be involved in any corrupt, collusive or coercive practices. 
Officials not to benefit: The firm  will represent and warrant that no official of the BDRCS has 
been, or shall be, admitted by the The firm to any direct or indirect benefit arising from this Request 
for Proposal, Purchase Order/Contract/ Service Agreement or the award thereof. The firm agrees 
that breach of this provision is a breach of an essential term of this Purchase 
Order/Contract/Service Agreement. 

 
If at any time during this service procurement process the BDRCS determines that the firm is in violation of 
the above mentioned principles, that the firm’s proposal may be rejected as ineligible.  All costs in relation 
to the cancellation of that (if any) shall be borne by the firm. 
 
13. All or None Clause:  
BDRCS reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals and the lowest bid need not be accepted 
without assigning any reason. Failure to comply with any of the above requirements will justify rejection of 
the proposal. Should your offer/proposal be accepted, you will be required to sign, stamp and return formal 
service agreement confirming your acceptance of the agreed terms and conditions. 
 
14. Tender Money  
You have to send BDT 1000 to BDRCS’s BKash number which is 01811-458521 and include a 
printout/screen shot of the transaction with your offer documents 
 
15. Security Deposit 
The awarded firm must submit a security deposit 7.5% of total quoted amount by a pay order / DD from a 
Scheduled Bank in favour of ‘Bangladesh Red Crescent Society’. This security amount will be refunded 
after  three months of satisfactory services.  
 
16. Participating in the Pre-Bid Meeting: A multilateral virtual pre-bid meeting will be held on Zoom where 

all the requirements will be briefed and also the prospective bidders will be listened to. The pros and cons, 

advises and suggestions of the prospective bidders will be given importance and be accommodated in the 

scope of the responsibilities. The date and time and link will be communicated you accordingly. Please 

send a request email to subrata.biswas@bdrcs.org to get the link of the meeting. 

17. Wireframe and demo design. Please provide a demo of few pages (if possible live) based on the  
example websites as a benchmark that will be provided in the pre-bid meeting. 
 

18. Maintenance and Support: The developer needs to provide at least one year warranty period for the 

system change requirements, maintenance and necessary support. 

19. SLA and AMC: After the successful launch of the site and expiration of the warranty period, both parties 

may enter into maintenance and up gradation Service Level Agreement (SLA) for a specific period of time. 

20. Work completion: 
The work must be accomplished by 30 November 2020.  
 

mailto:subrata.biswas@bdrcs.org
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21. Conditions/Last Date for submitting proposal:  
Your proposal completes in all respect must be received latest by 1600 hr on 18th October 2020 in sealed 
envelopes to the following addresses: 
 

Bangladesh Red Crescent Society 
684-686 Red Crescent Sarak 
Bara Moghbazar 
Dhaka 1217, Bangladesh 

 
with marking on the envelope “Proposal for BDRCS Website Revamp” or via email (please reply to all). 
Offers/proposal not addressed and sent as such will not be considered. Please acknowledge receipt of this 
request and indicate your intention to bid.  
 
22. Confirmation: 
Please acknowledge your acceptance to bid by signing on the Request for Proposal (RFP) along with the 
terms and conditions and attach it with your proposal.  
 

 
 
M. A. Halim 
Director, Logistics 
 
  
Attachments: Annexure 1  
 
 
For any queries and to receive the link of the virtual pre bid meeting please contact with: 
 
Subrata Biswas 
ICT Manager, BDRCS 
email: subrata.biswas@bdrcs.org 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:subrata.biswas@bdrcs.org
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Technical Part 

Scope of Service 
To design, develop and deploy the revamped BDRCS website as a strategic communication, information 

sharing, fundraising and knowledge management tool, ensuring its optimal interactivity, usability and to 

make it more user-friendly, organized and innovative Train BDRCS staff (coordinator) on how to use a 

Content Management System (CMS) – to ensure easy updating 

 

1. The contents, existing features and functionalities of the present website www.bdrcs.org should 
be transferred to the revamped website. Sitemap: www.bdrcs.org/sitemap  

2.  Installation of content management system (Wordpress) and necessary plugins for an optimal 
website performance. 

3. Responsive design  

4. Digital Fundraising/To integrate a digital payment system 

5. SSL certification 

6. Customize backend for easy uploading of contents and images 

7. Implement SEO and google analytics 

8. Design and develop the website’s structure and functionality, taking into account the 
requirements from BDRCS. 

9. Make proposal for design of the website for client’s review and approval. Make wireframe and 
demo design. Some example websites as a benchmark will be provided by BDRCS 

10. Implement a basic “blog” function with integrated facebook posting  

11. Browser compatibility. The site must be compatible with the current versions of the browsers 
such as Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Safari, and Opera. 

12. Optimize the site for low bandwidth users. 

13. Add a comprehensive search functionality to the web site 

14. Fix any errors that occur during the test phase of the website. 

15. Disabled people friendly (maintaining AA standard) 

16. Subscription facility: The visitors would be able to subscribe to the services of the website. 
 
 
Stages: 
Stage 1: Review, Consult and Recommend 

- Make recommendations for design, usability and technical requirements 

- Make recommendations regarding web traffic software for detailed reports of 
visitors to the website 

- Submit work plan to be reviewed and approved by BDRCS 

- Provide and install a tool to confirm the compatibility of the sites with other devices 
Stage 2: Design 

- Attend and participate in a meeting with BDRCS content providers and users to 
understand various needs and to make a presentation on the proposal including 
template design options 

- Create templates necessary for the site using the CMS and the actual corporate 
design 

- Maintain cross-platform, cross-browser compatibility so that the web site is accessible 
from a variety of different environments and electronic devices (pocket pc, wireless 
etc) 

- Maintain adherence to Web standards and Accessibility 

Annex - 1 

http://www.bdrcs.org/
http://www.bdrcs.org/sitemap
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- Review content of website 

Stage 3: Integrate Content with Design 

- Assist BDRCS in the input of all content using the CMS 

- Incorporate BDRCS feedback from Stage 2 into this phase 

- Determine appropriate compression techniques, resolutions, sizes, color maps, and 
depths to insure that images are delivered at sufficiently high speed and quality 

Stage 4: Test 

- Check bugs and problems, diagnose and fix those 
Stage 5: Follow-up and Continuity 

- Provide a diagram, site map of the website 

- Train selected staff in all software and technical requirements related to website 
renovation 

Qualifications and Experience 
 

Technical Background on Web-site Development: 

- Minimum of 5 years extensive experience in web design & development, graphic design and 

implementation of information-rich, user-friendly and large websites with responsiveness for 

all devices. 

- Extensive experience with Wordpres CMS & Frameworks including experience with both 

commercial and Open Source systems. 

- Working experience on a live server will be preferred. 
 
Technical requirements: 

Fluency or understanding of specific languages, such as HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Java, PHP, or 

Python, and server systems required. Proficient in My SQL. 

Strong understanding of the web development cycle and programming techniques and tools. 

Focus on efficiency, user experience, and process improvement. 

Excellent project and time management skills. Experience with an MVC framework such as 

Zend, CodeIgniter, Laravel is must. 

Experience with photographic manipulation, digital painting. Digital audio and video experience 

highly desirable 

Experience with new technologies like RSS, podcasts etc. highly desirable Experience with web 

servers (Apache, Tomcat, IIS, Zope etc.) 
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Financial part 
 
 

Bangladesh Red Crescent Society 
684-686 Red Crescent Sarak, Bara Moghbazar, Dhaka 1217 

 
 
 
 

  
                         Rate/Price Quoted form  

 

Sl Service Type of payment Amount 

01. Revamp the BDRCS website using 
wordpress CMS 

One time payment To be quoted 

02. AMC fees after warranty period Charged per year To be quoted  

 
 

N.B: Supplier may submit their offer in the letterhead pad.   

 
Total price in word: 
.................................................................................................................................................  
 
 
Bidder’s Signature : 
 
Name :........................................ 
Name of the Firm :..................... 
Address :.................................... 
.................................................... 
Phone:................................. 
e-mail:............................. 

(Organization/firm stamp)  (BDRCS Seal) 
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Timeline 
 

Stage Completion Date 

Project Kickoff Meeting  

Initial Design Wireframe  

Page Mockups  

Site Copy & Images  

Functional Prototype  

Transfer contents from present website  

Website Development Complete & Approval  

Testing  

Website Launch  

 


